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Abstract 
We classify conic Lagrangian holomorphic map germs with Z/2 symmetry, in terms of homo- 
geneous generating families. The motivating example is the Gauss map of the theta divisor of a 
principally polarized abelian variety. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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Let X c C n be a smooth complex affine hypersurface and let N*X C T*C '~ - (0) be 
the conormal bundle of X. The Gauss map F:  N*X -~ T~C n -0  is a conic Lagrangian 
map, by which we mean that F has a Lagrangian structure which is equivariant with 
respect o the action of the group C* of nonzero complex numbers. In particular, the 
caustic (branch locus) of F is invariant under the action of C*. In the same way, the 
Gauss map of a smooth hypersurface X of an abelian variety A has a natural conic 
Lagrangian structure. 
Here we show that the classification of infinitesimally stable conic Lagrangian map 
germs is equivalent to the classification of infinitesimally versal homogeneous generating 
families of functions. We prove a corresponding equivalence theorem in the presence of 
Z/2 symmetry, and we classify infinitesimally stable odd conic Lagrangian singularities 
of dimension at most 4. In subsequent papers we use our classification to study the 
geometry of theta divisors, with applications to the Schottky problem [2,15,16]. 
This work is partly expository, since it includes an adaptation of standard results of 
Arnold and others (cf. [4]) to Lagrangian maps with C* symmetry. It is necessary to 
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introduce conic Lagrangian maps because the classical projective Gauss map "7:X --~ 
]?n-r, which is the map induced by/"  on C* orbits, may not have a Lagrangian structure. 
For example, we show that the projective Gauss map of the theta divisor of a generic 
principally polarized abelian variety (A, O) of dimension at least 3 does not admit a global 
Lagrangian structure. Furthermore, we show that for an affine hypersurface X C C n, 
the local gradient Lagrangian structure on "7 depends on the choice of coordinates. (We 
do not know whether the projective Gauss map of a complex affine hypersurface always 
has a global Lagrangian structure.) 
Section 1 contains the basic definitions and a conic version of a criterion for infinites- 
imal Lagrangian stability due to Arnold [3]. In Section 2 we formulate the notion of 
homogeneous generating families, the C* symmetric analogues of the generating fami- 
lies (phase functions) of Hrrmander, Weinstein and Arnold [8,21,4]. Dehomogenization 
gives reduced generating families, which are introduced in Section 3 to prove our clas- 
sification theorem for conic Lagrangian singularities. In Section 4 we explain the close 
relation between conic Lagrangian maps and the Legendrian maps of Zakalyukin and 
Arnold [21,4]. There is a natural way to associate a Legendrian map germ to a conic 
Lagrangian map germ. We give an example of two nonisomorphic conic Lagrangian map 
germs which yield isomorphic Legendrian map germs. Section 5 is concerned with odd 
conic Lagrangian maps (of which Gauss maps of theta divisors are classical examples) 
and the classification of their singularities. This section continues our work on C* x Z/2 
symmetry in [1], and it is also based on results of Montaldi [17] and Zakalyukin-Roberts 
[24]. In Appendix A we correct a fundamental error in [l]. 
All manifolds, maps and group actions are assumed to be complex analytic. In partic- 
ular, by a symplectic structure on a complex manifold we mean a closed nondegenerate 
holomorphic 2-form. Similar results are valid in the real C ~ category, with C* replaced 
by ~+, the multiplicative group of positive real numbers. 
1. Conic Lagrangian maps 
A conic manifold is a manifold together with a proper, free C* action. A conic map is a 
C*-equivariant map of conic manifolds. A conic symplectic manifold is a conic manifold 
together with a (holomorphic) symplectic structure (closed nondegenerate 2-form) J2 
which is homogeneous: if t~t is the action of t E C* then ~ '~ = t~.  
A conic Lagrangian map is a conic map L : M --~/3 together with a factoring L = 7roi, 
where 17, is a conic symplectic manifold, i :M  ~ 17, is a conic Lagrangian immersion 
(dimE -- 2d imM and i ' f2 -- 0), and 7r:E ~ /3 is a conic Lagrangian fibration 
(dimE = 2d imM and for all b E/3, S?lTr-l(b) = 0) (cf. [4, Chapter 19]). 
Example 1.1. Let X be a smooth ypersurface in C n. Let E = T*C n -  (0), the cotangent 
bundle of C n minus the zero-section, and let M -- N*X be the conormal bundle of X, 
N*X = I • X, T;C n -0 ,  =0},  
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with C* action t(~, x) = (t~, x). Let i : M --+ E be the inclusion, and let 7r : E --~ B be 
the projection to the f iber of the cotangent bundle. Then the (homogeneous) Gauss map 
P = :¢ o i: N*X  --* (T*C '~ - (0)) --+ (T0*C n - 0) 
is a conic Lagrangian map. The map induced by / "  on C* orbits is the classical projective 
Gauss map 7 : X ---* PT0*C n (cf. [20, p. 720]). 
The homogeneous Gauss map is also defined for a smooth hypersufface X of an 
abelian variety A. Let M = N'X ,  E = T*A  - (0), and B = T~A - 0; let i : M ---+ E be 
the inclusion, and let 7r : E ---+ B be projection to the fiber. Then the Gauss map F : ~ o i 
is a conic Lagrangian map. 
An isomorphism of conic Lagrangian maps Ll = 7rl o il and L2 = 7c2 o i2 is a 
commutative diagram 
M1 i~ ) J~l 7fl • B1 
J~f2 i2 7V2 
> E 2 > B 2 
where f ,  g, h are conic isomorphisms and g is a symplectomorphism (g'/22 =/21).  (The 
existence of conic isomorphisms f , h such that h o L1 = L2 o f does not imply that L1 
and L 2 are isomorphic as conic Lagrangian maps; cf. Example 1.4 below.) 
Let M,  E and B be conic manifolds. Let E(M,  E,  B) be the set of conic Lagrangian 
maps L : M --~ E --+ B; i.e., the set of triples (/2, i, 70 such that /2 is a homogeneous 
symplectic structure on E, i : M --* E is a conic Lagrangian immersion, and 7r : E --+ B 
is a conic Lagrangian fibration. The set £ (M,  E, B) inherits a natural topology as a 
subset of the product of the space of (holomorphic) 2-forms on E, the space of maps 
M ~ E, and the space of maps E ~ B. (Each of these spaces of complex analytic 
maps has the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets.) 
Let i : M -+ E be a conic Lagrangian immersion. An infinitesimal conic Lagrangian 
deformation of i is a C*-equivariant section u of i *TE  such that i*£~Y2 = 0, where/2~ is 
the Lie derivative with respect o an equivariant (C ~)  extension ,~ of u. An infinitesimal 
conic isomorphism of M is a C*-invariant vector field v on M.  An infinitesimal conic 
symplectomorphism of E is a C*-invariant vector field w on E such that £wY2 = 0. The 
vector field w on E isfiber-permuting if, for all vector fields v on E, 7c.v = 0 implies 
7c. [w, v] = 0. The infinitesimal conic Lagrangian deformation u of the conic Lagrangian 
immersion i : M ~ E is trivial if there exist an infinitesimal conic isomorphism v of 
M and an infinitesimal fiber-permuting conic symplectomorphism w of E such that 
u = i .v  + w. A conic Lagrangian map L = :r o i : M -~ E -~ B is infinitesimally stable 
if every infinitesimal conic Lagrangian deformation zt of i is trivial (cf. [6, p. 271]; [1, 
p. 5]). 
We will be primarily interested in infinitesimal stability of conic Lagrangian germs. 
Let M be a conic manifold and let O be a C* orbit of M.  A conic Lagrangian map germ 
L : M ---* E -~ B at O is an equivalence class of conic Lagrangian maps L = :r o i : U ---+ 
V -~ W, such that U C M, V C E and W c B are open sets invariant under the 
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action of C*, with O C U, i (O)  C V and 7r(V) = W. Two such maps f~l = 7rl o i l  and 
f~2 = 7r2 o i2 are equivalent if i l and i2 agree on a neighborhood of O and 7rl and 7r2 
agree on a neighborhood of il (O) = i2(O). Isomorphism of map germs is defined using 
representatives. 
A conic Lagrangian germ L :M ~ E ~ 13 is infinitesimally stable if, for every 
infinitesimal Lagrangian deformation germ u of i, there exist an infinitesimal isomorphism 
germ v of M and an infinitesimal fiber-permuting symplectomorphism germ w of E such 
that u = i . v  + w. 
Infinitesimal Lagrangian stability can be reformulated in terms of Hamiltonian func- 
tions [3, Section 10]; [7, Section 3]; [1, p. 5]. Given an infinitesimal conic Lagrangian 
deformation u of i, we define a 1-form 7- on M as follows. Let ~ be an extension of u 
to a C*-equivariant vector field on E. Define ? on E by ? = -Y2(~2, .), and let 7- -- i*?. 
The form 7- is independent of the choice of extension ~, and 7- is homogeneous; i.e., 
n~7- = tT. The deformation u is Lagrangian if and only if dT- = 0. Two infinitesimal 
deformations u and u ~ determine the same 1-form 7- if and only if u - u ~ is tangent o M.  
We conclude that, up to infinitesimal conic isomorphisms of M,  an infinitesimal conic 
Lagrangian deformation of i is the same as a homogeneous closed 1-form 7- on hi .  
Let w be an infinitesimal conic symplectomorphism of E, and let H be a Hamiltonian 
function for w; i.e., H:E  ~ C with dH = -Y2(w, .). Then dH is homogeneous, and 
the Hamiltonian H can be chosen so that H is homogeneous; i.e., H(ntx)  = tH(x ) .  (In 
fact, H = -Y2(w, ~) is a homogeneous Hamiltonian for w, where ~ is the infinitesimal 
generator of the C* action.) The vector field w is fiber-permuting if and only if H is 
linear with respect o the canonical affine linear structure on each fiber of the Lagrangian 
fibration 7r (cf. [4, p. 293]). 
Proposition 1.2. The conic Lagrangian germ L = 7r o i : M ~ E ~ 13 is infinitesimally 
stable i f  and only i f  for  every homogeneous germ ~ : M ~ C there exists a homogeneous 
germ H : E ~ C such that H is affine linear on the fibers o f  7r and k~ = H o i. 
Proof. Consider the homogeneous 1-form 7- = d~. If u is an infinitesimal deformation 
of i corresponding to 7-, and w is the Hamiltonian vector field of H,  then u = w (modulo 
infinitesimal isomorphisms of M)  if and only if ~ = H o i. [] 
This characterization f  infinitesimal stability of a Lagrangian map germ also gives 
a criterion for triviality of a deformation. Let u be an infinitesimal conic Lagrangian 
deformation of the conic Lagrangian map germ L = 7r o i. Let 7- = dk~ be the 1- 
form corresponding to u. Then u is trivial if and only if there exists a homogeneous 
function germ H : E --~ C, linear on the fibers of 7r, such that ~ = H o i. First we 
consider a nonconic example, where the same criterion holds (without the homogeneity 
assumptions). 
Example  1.3. Let L = 7r o i :C  ~ C 2 ~ C, L(x) ~- x 3, i(x) = (x 3, x) ,  71-(~, x)  = 
~, ~ = d~Adx.  Let  u = (0, x 2) = x2(O/Ox). Then T = i * (xed~)  = x2 i *d~ = 
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x2(3x 2 dx) = 3x 4 dx, so k~ = 3x5. Let H(x ,  ~) = A(~)+ B(~)x. Then u is trivial if and 
only if there exist (analytic) A and B such that 
3x5 = A(x 3) + ]~(x3)x. 
No such A and B exist, so u is nontrivial. (In fact, for the Lagrangian map La : C --~ 
C 2 --, C given by x H (x 3,x + ax 2) ~ x 3, the parameter a is a modulus for the 
Lagrangian structure: for generic (a, b) C C 2, La is not isomorphic to Lb.) 
Example  1.4. Consider the conic Lagrangian map germ L = 7r o i : C × C* --~ (C 2 - 
O) × C 2 ~ C 2 -- O, L(x,  t) = ( - tx  3, t), i(x, t) = ( - tx  3, t, x ,  Ix4), 71"(~, 1~, X, y) ~- (~, 11), 
Y2 d~Adx+dz lAdy .  Letu=(O,O.x  2 2-x5~ Then~0 3 5 = ,5 ~" = -~tx  , so we seek A, B, C 
homogeneous in (~, ~]) such that 
3 tx 5 A( - tx  3, t) + B( - tx  3 , t)x + C( - tx  3, t):r 4. 
Since A, B, C do not exist, u is nontrivial. 
We have seen that the homogeneous Gauss map F of a smooth hypersurface X in C '~ 
has a canonical conic Lagrangian structure. The classical projective Gauss map "7 has a 
local Lagrangian structure defined as follows. Choose local coordinates (xl,  •. •, x,~_ i, y) 
on C n so that X is the graph y = f (x ) .  The Gauss map '7 :X  ~ I? n- I  is given by 
"7(x) = O f /Ox. The local gradient Lagrangian structure on '7 associated to this choice 
of coordinates i given by "7 = 7r o i, i(x) = (Of/Ox, x), 7r(~, x) = ~, w = d~/x dx. The 
following example shows that the gradient Lagrangian structure depends on the choice 
of coordinates. 
Example  1.5. Let X be the plane curve y = zxl 4 +~x.1 5 Consider the gradient Lagrangian 
structure, with respect o the coordinates (x, y), on the Gauss map 7(x) = x 3 + x 4, and 
the 1-parameter family of gradient Lagrangian structures on '7 arising from the change of 
coordinates 05a(x, y) = (x+ay, y), a c C. We show that the derivative of this family with 
respect o a at a = 0 is a nontrivial infinitesimal deformation of the gradient Lagrangian 
structure on '7. After the coordinate change 05a, the Lagrangian structure on the Gauss 
map is x ~ (')a(x), x) H %(x) ,  where "Ta(X) = ka'Th,~(x), ha(x) = x + a( J x 4 + ix5),  
ka(A) = A/(1 - aA). This Lagrangian structure is isomorphic to 
('7(x), (k:'7)(x)h2' (x)) H '7(x), 
and ( k'a'7 )(x)h a' (x) = x+ 7 ax4 + 9 ax5 +. . . .  We claim that the infinitesimal Lagrangian 
deformation u = (0, 7 4 9 5 zx + ~x +- . . )  of x H ( '7(x),x) H '7(x) is nontrivial. The 
corresponding function is g'(x) = 3 7 31 _s ax + ~Tx + . . . .  It is easy to check that there are 
no functions A, B such that ~(x)  = A(x  3 + x 4) +/3(x  3 + xa)x. Thus u is a nontrivial 
deformation. 
Remark.  The set of (possibly singular) Lagrangian structures on a stable Lagrangian 
map has been described by Zakalyukin in terms of vector fields tangent o the set of 
critical values of the map [23, Section 3]. 
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An obstruction to a global Lagrangian structure. Let X be a smooth divisor of the 
n-dimensional abelian variety A, and let 7 :X  ~ 1FT~A be the projective Gauss map, 
which assigns to x 6 X the translate to 0 of the tangent space TxX. Let F -- ]?T~A. 
Suppose there is a Lagrangian structure on 7; i.e., a Lagrangian fibration 7r : E --~ F and 
a Lagrangian immersion i : X ~ E such that 7 = 7r o i. 
Let F be the tangent bundle along the fibers of 7r. The pullback to X of the exact 
sequence 
0 ~ F ~ TE  ~ : r *TP-~ 0 
is an exact sequence of vector bundles 
O~U- -+ V ~ W ~O.  
Since 7r is a Lagrangian fibration, W ~ U*, and hence the total Chern class e satisfies 
c(V) = e(U)c(U*). Similarly, since i is a Lagrangian immersion, 
c(V) = c(TX)c(T*X) .  
Now W = 7*T~ ~ T*X ® N, where N is the normal line bundle of X in A. Since 
TA is trivial, c(TX)c(N)  = 1, and the existence of a Lagrangian structure on 7 implies 
c(TX ® N*)c(T*X ® N) = c(TX)c(T*X) .  (1.6) 
Now suppose that X is a smooth ample divisor and n ~> 3. For example, let A be 
the Jacobian of a nonhyperelliptic curve of genus 3, or let A be a generic principally 
polarized abelian variety of dimension ~> 4, and let X be the theta divisor of A. Then 
the class ~ = el(N) = Cl(Ox(X))  E H2(X;Z)  satisfies ~n-z # 0, and hence ~2 # 0. 
By computing terms of degree 2 (in H4(X;  Z)), we see that the identity (1.6) cannot 
hold, so 7 does not admit a Lagrangian structure. 
2. Homogeneous generating families 
We follow the discussion of [4, Chapter 20] for the nonhomogeneous case. Let X be a 
manifold of dimension k. A homogeneous family of functions X ~ C with n parameters 
is a function 
G:  x × (C '~ - o) -~ C 
such that G(x, tu) = tG(x, u) for all t E C*. Two such families G1 and G2 are equivalent 
(or R+-equivalent) if G2(x, u) = G, (~(x, u)) +/3(u), where ~(x, u) = (qo(x, u), a(u)) 
is an isomorphism, ~p(x, tu) = ~(x, u), a(tu) = ta(u) and/3(tu) = t3(u) for all t C C*. 
The homogeneous family G is a Morse family if the critical set {(x, u) laG/ax = 0} 
is nonsingular; i.e., OG/ax = 0 implies that the matrix 
(02c /0x  2, o2C/OxOu) 
has maximal rank k. Associated to the homogeneous Morse family G is the critical 
map L = ~ o i : M ~ T* (C n - 0) --~ (C n - 0), which is the conic Lagrangian map 
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defined as follows. Let N be the graph of dG. In the standard coordinates (~, z/, x, u) on 
× (c  n - 0 ) ) ,  
N = = aG/ax, rj = OG/O }. 
Let M = N N {~ = 0}, and let i(0, 71, :e, ~z) = (Zl, u), 7r(zl, u) = u. The image of the 
conic Lagrangian immersion i is the set 
A = I ac/a  = 0, = ac/a }, 
which is invariant under the C* action t(~/, u) = (z/, tu). 
A homogeneous generating family for a conic Lagrangian map L is a homogeneous 
Morse family G such that the critical map of G is isomorphic to L. 
Example 2.1. A homogeneous generating family G for the homogeneous Gauss map 
F of a smooth hypersurface X in C ~ (see Example 1.1) is defined as follows. Let 
(X, ~) = (X l t . . .  , Xw, ~1, ' ' - ,  ~r~) be the standard coordinates on T*C ~. Let G be the 
restriction to (T*Cn-0) IX  = X x (C '~ -0 )  of the function G(z , ( )  = z1~1 +. . .+zn(~.  
Remark.  In H6rmander's theory of Fourier integral operators, the wave front set A C 
T*X is a Lagrangian submanifold which is conic with respect o the R+ action t(x, () = 
(x, t() (cf. [8, p. 135], [19], [9, Chapter VIII]). Since we project A to the fiber of T*X 
rather than to the base, our setup is dual to his; the roles of the variables are reversed in 
the generating family G(x, u) (H6rmander's phase function ¢(x, 0)). (The fiber projection 
of A is considered in [9, Proposition 8.13].) 
Let A = {a E C n l a = (0 , . . . ,0 ,  a,~), an # 0}. A homogeneous family germ 
G: (C k x (C '~ -0 ) ,0  x A) -~ C is an equivalence class of homogeneous families 
9 : U ~ C, where U is a neighborhood of 0 x A invariant under the C* action t(x, u) = 
(x, t u). Two such families represent the same germ if they agree on a neighborhood of 
0 x A. The homogeneous family germs GI, G2 : (C k x (C '~ - 0), 0 x A) ~ C are equiva- 
lent if they have representatives 91, g2 : U ~ C such that 92(x, u) = 91 ( q~( x, u ) ) + 13( u ), 
with ~b(x,u) :- (~(x,u),~(u)) an isomorphism germ, ~(0 x A) = 0, c~(A) = A, and 
for all t e C*, ~(x, ~u) = ~(x, u), ~(tu) = tc~(u) and/3(tu) = t/3(u). 
A suspension of the homogeneous family germ G is a homogeneous family G ~ : (X x 
C" x (C '~-0) ,  0 x 0 x A) --+ C such that G'(x, y, u) = G(x, u)+u~Q(y) for some nonde- 
generate quadratic form Q on C". Two homogeneous families are suspension equivalent 
(or stably equivalent) if they have equivalent suspensions. 
The critical map of a homogeneous Morse family germ G is the conic Lagrangian 
map germ L defined as above. If G ~ is a suspension of G, then G and G ~ have the same 
critical map. A homogeneous generating family for a conic Lagrangian map germ L is a 
homogeneous Morse family germ G such that the critical map of G is isomorphic to L. 
Equivalence Theorem 2.2. Every conic Lagrangian map germ has a homogeneous gen- 
erating family. If G1 is a generating family for L1 and G2 is a generating family for L2, 
then LI is isomorphic to L2 if and only if G1 and G2 are suspension equivalent. 
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Proof. The proof of the corresponding theorem of [4, Chapter 20] can be adapted to 
conic Lagrangian maps by making the following changes. (1) The generating function S 
[4, p. 301] can be chosen to be homogeneous. This gives the existence of a homogeneous 
generating family for every conic Lagrangian map germ. (2) There is a homogeneous 
version of the generalized Morse lemma [4, p. 306]. This allows the replacement of 
a homogeneous generating family by a suspension equivalent minimal family germ. 
(The family germ G(x, u) is minimal if OeG/~x 2 = 0 at the source point.) (3) The 
time-dependent vector field ~ [4, p. 308] can be chosen to be C*-invariant. This gives 
a construction of an equivalence between any two minimal homogeneous generating 
families of the same conic Lagrangian map germ. We discuss each of these points. 
(1) Let A be a conic Lagrangian submanifold of T* (C n -0 ) ,  with standard coordinates 
(p, q), symplectic form dpAdq and C* action t(p, q) = (p, tq). There is a partition (I, J)  
of the set {1, . . . ,  n} such that the projection of A to the coordinate n-plane (p j, qI) 
is an isomorphism. Since A is Lagrangian, d(px dqi - qJ dp j )  = 0 on A, so there is a 
function S(pj,  qi) with dS = PI dqi - qj dp j  on A. Then A is defined by the equations 
PI = ~S/aq I ,  qJ = - -~S/~p j .  If t E C* then t(pj, qI) = (P J, tqi) ,  and dS is constant 
on C* orbits, so S can be chosen to be homogeneous: S(p j ,  tqi) = tS(pj ,  qI). 
(2) Let G: (C k × (C n - 0), 0 × A) ~ C be a homogeneous Morse family germ such 
that (OZG/Ox 2) has rank r on 0 x A. Define F :  (C k × cn- l ,0 )  ~ C by F(x,q) = 
G(x,q, 1), so that G(x ,u , , . . .  ,u, )  = unF(Ul/U,~,... ,Un--,/Un). Then F is a Morse 
family germ and (02F/Ox 2) has rank r at 0, so by the generalized Morse lemma there 
is an isomorphism germ ~ of (C k x C n-1 , 0), with k~(x, q) = (~(x, q), 7(q)), such that 
F(~(x,q))  = x~ + ... +x  2 + F,(x,q), 
where a2Fl/Ox 2 is zero at (0, 0). Define a C*-equivariant isomorphism germ ~ of (C k x 
(C n - 0),0 x A) by 
• (x, u) = 
= Un), 
and let 
Gl (x ,~t l , . - . ,~n)  = Unf l (X , ' l~ l / 'an , ' . . ,Un-1 /Un)"  
Then a2G1/i~x 2 is zero on 0 x A and 
C(~(x,u) )  = u~(x~ +. . .  + d)  + C,(x,u).  
(3) In the proof of [4, p. 308], if F0, F1 are homogeneous family germs, then 
{aFt/Oxi = 0} is a system of independent homogeneous (C*-equivariant) equations 
for the critical manifold N ~. Therefore very homogeneous function which vanishes on 
N ~ can be written as a linear combination of the OFt/Oxi, with C*-invariant functions 
as coefficients. Therefore the components ~i of the vector field ~ can be chosen to be 
C*-invariant. [] 
Given a homogeneous family germ G : (C k × (C n - 0), 0 × A) ~ C, let a E A and let 
f :  (Ck,0) ---+ C be the germ at 0 of G(x, a). (Since G is homogeneous, G determines 
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f up to multiplication by a nonzero scalar.) Let C{x} = C{x~, . . . ,  xk} be the ring of 
germs of (analytic) functions (Ck,0) ~ C, and let (~f/Ox) = (Of /Oxl , . . . ,  Of/Oxk) 
be the ideal generated by the partial derivatives of f .  The C{x}-module 
Tf = C{x}/(Of /Ox)  
is the module of (first order) infinitesimal deformations of f (modulo infinitesimal R- 
equivalence). The homogeneous family germ G(x, u) is infinitesimally versal (or in- 
finitesimally R+-versal) if TI is spanned as a complex vector space by the germs 
(SG/~ui)I~=a, i = 1 , . . . ,  n, together with the germ of the constant function 1. 
Remark.  The infinitesimal R +-versality of the homogeneous family germ G has another 
interpretation. Consider the set of function germs g: (C k × C*,0 x C*) --+ C which 
are homogeneous: g(x, ts) = tg(x, 8) for all t ~ C*. Two such germs gl and g2 are 
R+-equivalent if g2(x~ s) = gl(4~(x, s)) +/3(s) ,  where ~(x, s) = (~(x, s), c~(s)) is 
an isomorphism germ, ~(x, ts) = ~(x, s), c~(ts) = ta(s) and /3(ts) = tl~(s) for all 
t C C*. Let F :  (C k × C*) × C n- I  --~ C be a deformation of g; i.e., F(x, s, O) = g(x, s), 
F(x, ts, q) = tF(x, s, q) for all t E C*. Define a homogeneous family germ G : (C k x 
(C ~ - 0), 0 × {(0 , . . . ,  0, a)}) -~ C by G(x, u) = F(x, un, (u l /u~, . . . ,  un-~/un)). The 
infinitesimal R+-versality of G is identical to the infinitesimal R+-versality of F as a 
deformation of homogeneous functions (cf. [4, Section 8.2]). 
Stability Theorem 2.3. If L is a conic Lagrangian map germ with homogeneous gener- 
ating family G, then L is infinitesimally stable if and only if G is infinitesimally versal. 
Proof. We use the method of [3]. Let L = 7r o i : M -~ E ~ B be a conic Lagrangian 
map germ at the C* orbit O C M. Let (z/, u) = (zh, . . . ,  Zln, u l , . . . ,  u~) be coordinates 
on E so that the symplectic form is dz/Adu, the C* action is t(z], u) = (~/, tu), 7r(~?, u) = u 
and L((.O) = C* .a,  a = (0 . . . .  ,0, 1). Suppose that the conic Lagrangian submanifold 
A = i (M) C E has a homogeneous generating function S(~/y, ui)  for some partition 
(1, J )  of { 1 , . . . ,  n}, with n ~ 1; i.e., A is defined by Hamilton's equations 
7lz = OS/~ui, u j  = -~S/~TIg. (i) 
Then L has homogeneous generating family G:C k × (C n -0 )  --~ C, k = ]J[, given by 
G(z/j, u) = S(zlj, uz) + ~]j uj .  (ii) 
By Proposition 1.2, L is infinitesimally stable if and only if for every homogeneous 
germ ~R:M --, C there exists a homogeneous germ H:E  ~ C such that H is affine 
linear on the fibers of 1r and k~ = H o i. Since H is linear on fibers, 
g(~/, u) :: A(u) .  z 1 + B(u), 
where A(u) -~] : ~--~-i A{(u)zli. Therefore, by (i), L is infinitesimally stable if and only 
if for every homogeneous germ ~' there exist homogeneous germs A and B such that 
~(z l j  , u i  ) = A(u i  , -OS/Oz l j  ) " ( OS/Ouz  , T]j ) + B(u i  , -OS/Or/d). (iii) 
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By (ii), OG/Ouz = OS/Ouz and OG/auj = ~j, so (iii) is equivalent to 
~P(~j, uz) :- A(uz, -OS/OzIj) . (OG/Oui, OG/Ouj) ~- J~(ui, -OS/07]j). (iv) 
Now we dehomogenize (iv) with respect to the variable un. Let F = 1 -  {n}, q = uz,/u~, 
r = uj/Un and x = z/j. Let ~b, a, a, /3 be the dehomogenizations of ~P, S, A, B, 
respectively. Then (iv) is equivalent to 
¢(x, q) = a(q,-O~rlOx). (OGlOu) q-/3(q,-OcrlOx). (v) 
We show that the existence of an expression (v) for every function germ ~ is equivalent 
to the infinitesimal versality of the family G. 
Suppose that (v) holds for every germ ~b. Let f(x) = a(x, O) = G(x, a). Setting u = a 
in (v) gives 
¢(x, O)= c~(O,-Of/Ox). ((OG/Ou)lu=a) +/3(0,-Of/Ox). 
Thus, modulo the ideal (Of/Ox), every function germ ¢(x) can be written as a linear 
combination of the functions (OG/Oui)lu=a nd the function l, with constant coefficients. 
Thus G is infinitesimally versal. 
Conversely, suppose G is infinitesimally versal. Consider the map p :C  n-1 --~ C n-J 
given by p(x, q) = (q, -acr/~x). Let m be the maximal ideal of the ring C{q, r}. Since 
G is infinitesimally versal, the vector space C{x, q}/(p*m)C{x, q} is spanned by the 
images of the elements OG/Oui and 1. By the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem [4, p. 78], 
the elements OG/Oui and 1 generate C{x, q} as a C{q, r}-module. Therefore (v) holds 
for every germ ~b. [] 
In the rest of this paper we abbreviate "infinitesimally versar' to "versar'. 
3. Reduced generating families 
A family germ F : (C k × C l, 0) --+ C is an equivalence class of maps U --+ C, where 
U is a neighborhood of 0 in C k x C z. Two such maps represent the same germ if they 
agree on a neighborhood of 0. The homogenization of F is the homogeneous family 
germ/~: (C k × (C t+t - 0), (0,. . .  ,0, 1)) ---* C defined as follows. Let f :  U --~ C be a 
representative of the germ F. Let 
= {(x,u) E C k × (C/--1 -0)lu/-t- i  ~ 0, (X, Ul/Ul+l,...,IZl/Ul+l) E U}, 
and define f :  U --+ C by f(x, u) = uz+l f(x, ul/uz+l,..., ul/ul+l). Let/b be the germ 
of ]. Two family germs Fj and F2 are H-equivalent if the corresponding homogeneous 
family germs F1 and F2 are equivalent. 
A suspension of the family germ F is a family germ F ~ : (C k × C r × C t, 0) --+ C 
such that F'(x, y, q) = F(x, q) + Q(B) for some nondegenerate quadratic form Q on C ~. 
Two family germs are suspension H-equivalent if they have Hzequiv~ent suspensions. 
Clearly, FI and F2 are suspension H-equivalent if and only if Fl and F2 are suspension 
equivalent. 
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The family germ F is Morse if OF/Ox = 0 implies that ( i}2F / i~x  2, O2F/OzOq) has 
maximal rank k. A computation shows that F is Morse if and only if its homogenization 
/w is Morse. 
Let G: (C k × (C '~ - 0),0 x A) ~ C be a homogeneous family germ. There exists a 
family germ F : (C k x C ~- 1, O) ---* C such that/~ = G, defined as follows. Let 9 : U ---* C 
be a representative of the germ G. Let 
V = {(z ,q)~ C k × C '*-' I (z,q, 1)~ U}. 
Define f"  V --- C by f (z ,  q) = 9(z, q, 1). If F is the germ at 0 of f ,  then F = G. We say 
that the Morse ~mily germ F is a reduced generating family for the conic Lagrangian 
map germ L if F is a homogeneous generating family for L. 
Example 3.1. A reduced generating family F for the homogeneous Gauss map F of a hy- 
persurface X in C '~ (1.1) is defined as follows. Choose local coordinates (xl , . . . ,  xn_ i, Y) 
on C '~ so that X is the graph y = f(x).  Let (x, ~) be the standard coordinates on T*C "- I  . 
Let F(x,~) = f (x)  + Xl~l + ... + xn-l~n-1. (F is a generating family for the local 
gradient Lagrangian structure on the classical Gauss map -y of X; cf. Example 1.5.) 
Every conic Lagrangian map germ has a reduced generating family, and the Equiva- 
lence Theorem 2.2 implies that if FI is a generating family for Lj and F2 is a generating 
family for L2, then LI is isomorphic to L2 if and only if Fl and F2 are suspension 
H-equivalent. We say that the family F is H-versal if F is (infinitesimally) versal. The 
Stability Theorem 2.3 implies that if L is a conic Lagrangian map germ with reduced 
generating family F, then L is infinitesimally stable if and only if F is H-versal. 
Thus the isomorphism classes of infinitesimally stable conic Lagrangian map germs 
are in one-to-one correspondence with (suspension) H-equivalence classes of H-versal 
families. To classify such families, we compare the notion of H-equivalence (respectively 
-versality) of a family with two similar notions: R+-equivalence (respectively -versality) 
and V-equivalence (respectively -versality) of its graph. 
Two families F1, F2 : (C k × C / , 0) ---+ C are equivalent (or R+-equivalent) if F2(x, q) = 
Fl (~b(x, q)) +/3(q), where ~b(x, q) = (q)(z, q), a(q)) is an isomorphism germ. It follows 
from the definitions that if Fi, F2 are equivalent, hen F1, F2 are H-equivalent. 
Two family germs HI, H2 : (C k x C "~, 0) ~ (C, 0) are V-equivalent (or contact equiv- 
alent) if Hz(x, A) = ~(x, A)HI (4)(x, A)), where ~b(0) # 0 and ~(x, A) = (~(x, A), a(A)) 
is an isomorphism germ with ~b(0) = (0). If F : (C k × C t, 0) --~ C, the graph of F is the 
family germ/~ : (C k × C z+l, 0) ~ (C, 0) defined by ff'(x, q, z) = F(x, q) - F(O) - z. 
Two families Fl and F2 are graph equivalent if their graphs are V-equivalent. It follows 
from the definitions that if FI, F2 are H-equivalent, hen F1, F2 are graph equivalent. 
If F : (C  k × C t,0) --~ C is a family germ at 0, let f : (C  k,0) --~ C be the germ 
of F(x,O). Let Tf = C{x}/(Of/Ox),  and Tvf = C{x}/ ( f ,  Of/Ox). The family F is 
(infinitesimally) versal (or R+-versal) if Tf is spanned as a complex vector space by 
1, (OF/Oqi)lq=o, i = 1,. . . ,  I. The family F is (infinitesimally) graph versal if Try is 
spanned by l, (OF/Oq~)]q=o, i = 1, . . . , l .  A computation shows that F is H-versal if 
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and only if Tf is spanned by 1, f ,  (OF/Oqi)lq=O, i = 1,. . . ,  1. It follows that F versal 
implies that F is H-versal, which in turn implies that F is graph versal. 
Remark. There is a bijection from the set of germs f :  (C k, 0) ~ C to the set of homo- 
geneous germs g: (C k × C*, 0 x C*) ---* C given by g(x, s) = sf(x). The homogeneous 
germs gl(x, s) = sfl(x) and g2(x, s) = sfe(x) are R+-equivalent if and only if there 
exist a,/3 c C, c~ ¢ 0, and an isomorphism germ ~p of (C a, 0) such that 
f2(x) ---= af l  (y)(x)) +/3. 
H-equivalence and H-versality of families correspond to this equivalence of functions. 
Example 3.2. Let f : (C  k, 0) ~ C be an analytic function germ such that the ideal 
(Of/Ox) in the local ring C{x} has codimension at least 2 in the ideal (f, Of/Ox) (for 
4 3 x6). Let example, f (x l ,x2)  = x 6 + XlX 2 + 91,... ,gz E (x) be a C-basis for 
C{x}/((Of/Ox} + C. 1 + C. f ) ,  
and let F :  (C k x Ct,0) ---+ C be the family germ 
l 
F(x, q) = f(x)  + ~ qigi(x). 
i= l  
Then F is a Morse family germ which is graph versal but not H-versal. 
Let h i , . . . ,  hm E (x) be a C-basis for the kernel of the projection 
C{x}/((of  /Ox) + c .  1 + c .  f) -~ C{x}/((f,  af /Ox) + c .  1). 
Consider the two family germs FI, F2 : (C k × C l+'~, 0) --~ C given by 
m 
Fl(x,q,r) = E(x,q), Fz(x,q,r) = F(x,q) + Zr jh j (x ) .  
i= l  
Then F~ and F2 are Morse family germs which are graph equivalent but not H-equivalent. 
(Clearly Fl and F2 are not H-equivalent, since Fl is not H-versal but F2 is H-versal. 
And F1 and F2 are graph equivalent since any two versal hypersurface d formations with 
the same number of parameters are isomorphic.) 
For small l, the classification of H-versal /-parameter family germs up to H- 
equivalence turns out to be the same as the well-known classification of R+-versal 
l-parameter family germs up to R+-equivalence (cf. [4, Chapter 15]). 
Proposition 3.3. For l ~ 5, an 1-parameter family germ is H-versal if and only if it is 
suspension H-equivalent to an R+-versal deformation of one of the function germs A,., 
Dr, Er for r <<. l+ 1. 
Proof. If a family germ F is (suspension) H-equivalent to an R+-versal deformation of 
At, DT or ET, then F is H-versal, since an R+-versal deformation is H-versal. 
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To prove the converse, we use the proof and notation of the classification of holo- 
morphic function germs (Ck,0) ---+ C with isolated critical point at 0 [4, 16.2]. Let 
F : (C k × C z, 0) ~ C be an H-versal/-parameter family germ, 1 ~< 5. We can assume 
that F(0, q) = 0 for all q. By the parametrized Morse lemma, we can also assume that 
(i}2F/i)x2)lx=o = 0. Let f :  (Ck,0) -~ C be the germ f (x)  = F(x,O), so that F is 
a deformation of f .  Since F is H-versal, the critical point of f at 0 has multiplicity 
# ~< 1 + 2. Therefore 0 is an isolated critical point of f .  
Suppose that the corank of f is less than or equal to 1. Then f has type A~ (r ~> 1); i.e., 
f ~ S +l . (Here f ~ g means that f is R-equivalent to 9.) Since x "+l is homogeneous 
and F is H-versal, it follows that F is R+-versal. Therefore r <~ l + 1, and f has type 
A l, A2, A3, A4, A5 or A6. 
Suppose that the corank of f is 2. If the 3-jet j3f  is equivalent to x2y + y3 then f 
has type D4. If j3f  ,~ x2y then f has type D~ ( r )  4); i.e., f ~ x2y + y~-l. Since 
x2y + y,--1 is quasi-homogeneous and F is H-versal. it follows that F is R+-versal. 
Therefore r ~< l + 1, and f has type D5 or D6. If J3f "~ x3 then f has type E6, /?;7 or 
Es; i.e., f ~ x 3 + y4, f ,~ x 3 + xy3 or f ~ x 3 + y5. As before, F is R+-versal and 
so f has type E6. If j3f  = 0 then an H-versal deformation of f would have more than 
5 parameters. 
Finally, if the corank of f were greater than 2, then an H-versal deformation of f 
would have more than 5 parameters. [] 
The following theorem is a consequence of Proposition 3.3. It is similar to the clas- 
sification of stable Lagrangian map germs in low dimensions [4, Section 21.3]. A conic 
Lagrangian map germ has type A~, r ~> 1 (respectively D~, r ~> 4; E~, 7" = 6, 7, 8) if it 
has a reduced generating family equivalent to a deformation of a function germ of type 
A,. (respectively D~, E~). 
Classification Theorem 3.4. For n << 6, every infinitesimally stable conic Lagrangian 
map germ of dimension has type A,., Dr or E~ for r <~ n. 
For example, an infinitesimally stable 4-dimensional conic Lagrangian map germ 
has a homogeneous generating family equivalent o one of the following families 
C(3', ~1, ~2, u3, ~4): 
AI : Ul x2, 
A2:u2x~ %- /ZlXl ~ 
A3 : u3x 4 + u2x~ + ujxl, 
A4: u4x? %- u3x) %- '/z2x~ %- "O, lX,, 
D4:u4 x3 %- U4Xl x2 %- u3 x2 %- u2x2 %- 2tlXl. 
The topology of reduced generating families can be used to show that germs of genetic 
conic Lagrangian maps (in low dimensions) are infinitesimally stable. This proposition 
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is similar to the corresponding result for germs of generic Lagrangian maps [4, Sec- 
tion 21.3]. We give a precise statement and a sketch of its proof. 
Proposition 3.5. 
(a) For all infinitesimally stable conic Lagrangian map germs L : M --~ E --~ B at 
0 and all C*-invariant open sets U containing O, there exists a C*-invariant 
open set U ~ with 0 C U ~ C U, a representative L : U ~ --~ V --+ W of L and 
a neighborhood.A~" of  L in £(U' ,  V, W)  such that for all K E A; and all orbits 
O' C U', the germ of  Ix5 at O' is infinitesimally stable. 
(b) For all conic Lagrangian map germs L : M --+ E -+ B at (,9 with dim M ~< 6, 
and all C*-invariant open sets U containing (9, there exists a C*-invariant open 
set U' with 0 C U ~ c U and a representative L : U' --* V --+ W of L such that 
for every neighborhoodAf of  L in ~(U',  V, W)  there exists K E A/" such that for 
all orbits O' C U', the germ of K at O' is infinitesimally stable. 
Proof (Sketch). (1) Analogous results hold for H-versal family germs F : (C k × C l, 0) --~ 
C. Openness (a) for H-versal germs is proved by applying the definition of H-versality 
to the space C{x, q} of convergent power series. Density (b) for H-versal germs (l ~< 5) 
is proved by adapting the argument of [13, pp. 163, 164] to the complex analytic case. 
(2) Consider the set of all conic Lagrangian map germs in standard form, 
r = rco i :A  ~ T*(C n - 0) -+ (C n -0 ) ,  
where T*(C n - 0) is equipped with its usual conic symplectic structure, 7r is projection 
to the base, and i is an inclusion map. Let • be the function from the set of Morse family 
germs F : (C  k × C n- l ,  0) ~ C to the set of conic Lagrangian map germs in standard 
form defined by ~(F)  = L, the critical map of the homogenization f F. By the proof 
of Theorem 2.2 • is surjective (for k ~> n - 1), and ~(FI) = ~b(F2) if and only if F1 is 
H-equivalent to F2. By Theorem 2.3 H-versal family germs correspond to infinitesimally 
stable conic Lagrangian map germs. Therefore properties (a) and (b) for family germs 
imply the corresponding results for conic Lagrangian map germs in standard form. 
(3) The proposition follows from the fact that every conic Lagrangian map germ 
L : M ~ E ~ B is equivalent to a conic Lagrangian map germ in standard form. [] 
4. Legendrian maps 
A Legendrian map is a map L :M ~ B of manifolds, together with a factoring 
L = 7r o i, where i : M ~ E is a Legendrian immersion and 7r : E ~ B is a Legendrian 
fibration [4, Chapter 21]. We recall that a contact manifold E is a manifold with a field 
C of contact hyperplanes; i.e., if C is locally given by the vanishing of a 1-form a, then 
da is nondegenerate on each element of C. (Such an a is called a contact form.) The 
immersion i : M ~ E is Legendrian if dim E = 2 dim M + 1 and the image of each 
tangent plane of M is contained in a contact hyperplane. The fibration 7r:E ---, B is 
Legendrian if for each b E B the inclusion of the fiber 7r-l(b) in E is a Legendrian 
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immersion. Isomorphism and germs of Legendrian maps are defined in the same way as 
for Lagrangian maps, 
Example 4.1. Let X C I? n be a smooth projective hypersurface. The Gauss map "7 : X --~ 
?n .  assigns to x E X the hyperplane H~ of pn tangent o X at x. Let 
be the incidence correspondence, define ~ : X --+ E by c(x) = H~, and 7r : E ---, pn .  by 
7r(z, H)  = H. Then the factorization 7 = 7r o t is a Legendrian structure on 7 (cf. [14, 
p. 723]). 
Remark,  In contrast o Lagrangian and conic Lagrangian maps (see Examples 1.3 and 
1.4), a Legendrian map has a unique Legendrian structure. The point is that a Legendrian 
submanifold of PT*B is necessarily equal to the conormal variety of its projection to B 
(cf. [ 18, Section 10.1 ]). (Here it is important that we are in the complex analytic ategory. 
A weaker result is true in the real C ~ category; cf. [4, p. 319]; [10].) 
To a conic Lagrangian map germ L = 7r o i : M ~ E ~ B we associate a Legendrian 
map germ U = 7r I o i ~ :M ~ ~ E r ~ B ~, the dehomogenization of L [1, p. 6]. First, to 
the conic Lagrangian fibration germ 7r : E --+ B we associate a Legendrian fibration germ 
7r' : E '  -~ B ~, the dehomogenization f 7r, as follows. Let Y2 be the symplectic form on 
E. Let/3 be the canonical 1-form on E, uniquely determined by the properties d/3 = J2, 
n~fl = t/3, and/3(v) = 0 for all v tangent to a C* orbit. The field of hyperplanes {/9 = 0} 
projects to a field of contact hyperplanes C on the C* orbit space E ~. Let F be a fiber 
of 7r, and let F ~ be its image in E ' .  Then C is transverse to F ' ,  and C intersects F '  in an 
integrable field Up, of hyperplanes on F ' .  The integral manifolds of CF, form a foliation 
of F~; locally on F '  these integral manifolds are the fibers of a bundle 7ft. Finally, let 
M '  be the C* orbit space of M, and let i' be the immersion induced by i. 
Example  4.2. Let X be a smooth hypersurface in C ~. The dehomogenization f the 
homogeneous Gauss map F (Example 1.1) is the Legendrian map U = 7r' o i ~ defined as 
follows. Let E ~ = IPT*C n, the projectivized cotangent bundle of C ~, with its standard 
contact structure, and let i ~ :M ~ --~ E ~ be the inclusion of the conormal variety (projec- 
tivized conormal bundle) of X.  Let B ~ be the total space of the tautological quotient 
line bundle on PT0*C ~ = G(n - 1, C").  Define 7r' : E'  --~ B '  as follows. If x ~ C n and 
H is a hyperplane of TzC '~, then 7r'(H, x) is the coset of x in Cn/H0,  where H0 is the 
translate of H to 0. 
If two conic Lagrangian germs are isomorphic then their dehomogenizations are iso- 
morphic. We now show that the converse is not tree (cf. Appendix A). Legendrian map 
germs are also classified using generating families [4, p. 324]; [22, p. 27]: Every Legen- 
drian map germ has a generating family, and two Legendrian map germs are isomorphic 
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if and only if their generating families are suspension V-equivalent. A Legendrian germ 
is infinitesimally stable if and only if it has an infinitesimally V-versal generating family. 
Proposit ion 4.3. Let F : (C a >< C z, 0) --~ C be a Morse family germ. l f  the homogenization 
generates the conic Lagrangian germ L, then the graph ff~ generates the Legendrian 
germ L ~, the dehomogenization f L. 
Proof. We may assume F(0,  0) = 0. The graph of the family F(x ,  q) is the family 
F(x ,  q, z) = F(x ,  q) - z, which generates the Legendrian submanifold 
A= {(p ,q ,z )  13x OF/Ox = O, p = OF/Oq, z = F (x ,q )}  
of the total space of the Legendrian fibration (p, q, z) ~ (q, z), with contact form dz-p  dq 
[4, p. 323]. 
On the other hand, the homogenization of the family F(x ,  q) is the family _~(x, u) = 
ut+lF(x,  u l /u t+ l , . . . ,  ut/ul+l),  which generates the conic Lagrangian submanifold 
A = 13x O lax = 0, = 0 /0u} 
of the total space E of the conic Lagrangian fibration 07, u) ~ (u), with homogeneous 
symplectic form f2 = d~? A du. 
To dehomogenize A we introduce local coordinates p, ~, y, s on the ambient conic 
symplectic manifold E: iOi = ~?i (i = 1 , . . . ,  l), (li = -u i / s  (i = 1, . . .  ,1), y = ~Tt+l, 
s = ul+l. The C* orbit space of E is the contact manifold E ~ with local coordinates 
(/7, ~, y) and contact form a = q dp - dy. The canonical 1-form on E is/3 = sa. The 
restriction of a to a fiber F '  = {(/3, q, y) I q = q0} is exact: a]F p = d2, ~ = pqo - y. It 
follows that the dehomogenization f A is the Legendrian submanifold 
A t = {(p, Ft, 2) l~x OF/Ox = O, p = -OF~aFt, z = -F (x ,q )}  
of the total space of the Legendrian fibration (/3, q, 2) ~ ((~, 2). The fiber-permuting 
contact isomorphism (p, q, z) H (p, -q ,  - z )  takes A to A'. [] 
Example 4.4. Let L 
Example 3.2, and let 
infinitesimally stable, 
L1 and L2 be conic 
be a conic Lagrangian map germ generated by the family F of 
U be the dehomogenization f L. Since F is graph versal, U is 
but since F is not H-versal, L is not infinitesimally stable. Let 
Lagrangian map germs generated by the families F1 and F2 of 
Example 3.2, and let L~1 and L~ be their dehomogenizations. Then L~ is isomorphic to 
L~ but L1 is not isomorphic to L2. 
We now show that the set of conic Lagrangian map germs with given dehomogenization 
U :  M I ~ E ~ --~ B I is a quotient of the set of contact forms on the contact manifold 
E t. If L is a conic Lagrangian germ, let T(L )  denote the dehomogenization f L. Given 
a Legendrian germ L t = 7r t o i ~ :M'  ~ E ~ --~ B ~ and a contact form c~ on E p, we 
construct a conic Lagrangian germ L = S~(LI), the a-homogenization of L t, such that 
TS~(L ' )  = L ~ [1, p. 8]. The map germ Sa(L  ~) depends on the choice of c~. 
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If  7r is a conic Lagrangian fibration germ, let O(Tr) denote the dehomogenization f 
rr. Now given a Legendrian fibration germ 7d : E '  ~ B' and a contact form a on E' ,  
we construct a conic Lagrangian fibration germ rr = 22,~(7F) such that OZ,~(TF) = rF. 
Let C be the field of contact hyperplanes on E' .  Let E be the symplectization of E ' ;  
E = {a E T*U - 0la(C) = 0}, with symplectic form Y2 = d/3, where /3 is the 
tautological 1-form on E, and C* action nt(a) = ta. We define 7r : E ~ B as follows. 
Define a function s : E ~ C* by/3 = sa, and let X.~ be the Hamiltonian vector field of 
s; i.e., ds(~) = -~2(Xs, ~). Let p:  E ~ B '  be the composition of 7F with the projection 
E ~ E' .  Let D be the field of planes (of dimension ½ dim E) on E spanned by Xs 
and (kerp,) n (ker ds). Then D is Lagrangian, hence integrable, and invariant under the 
C* action. The integral manifolds of 79 are the fibers of 7r. Now given a Legendrian 
germ L' = re' o i ' :  M '  --, E '  --+ B'  and a contact torm a on E' ,  we define the a- 
homogenization S, (L ' )  to be the Lagrangian germ L = 7r o i : M ~ E + B with 
rr = ~( rd) ,  M = M'  x C*, and i (x , t )  = ta~,(~). 
Let E be a conic symplectic manifold with canonical -form/3. There is a bijection 
from the set of homogeneous functions s : E? --+ C* to the set of contact forms on the 
(2* orbit space E '  of E, which assigns to the function s the 1-form as whose pullback 
to E is f l /s .  Let 7r : E ~ B be a conic Lagrangian fibration germ and let s : E ---+ C* be 
a homogeneous function. It follows from the definition of ~ that S~@(Tv) = 7r if and 
only if s is constant on each fiber of 7r. 
In summary, S~ has the following properties. 
Proposition 4.5. 
(a) I f  L : M ~ E ~ B is a Legendrian map germ and c~ is a contact form on E, 
then TS~(L)  = L. 
(b) Let L1 and L2 be Legendrian map germs. I f  L1 is isomorphic to L2, then S~, (L i)  
is isomorphic to So2(L2), where aj and a2 correspond under the isomorphism 
from L I to L2. 
(c) Let L = 7r o i : M ~ E --~ B be a conic Lagrangian map germ. Let s : E --~ (2* be 
a homogeneous function which is constant on eachfiber of  Tr. Then S~ T(L )  ~ L. 
The role of Legendrian maps in the classification of conic Lagrangian maps can be 
interpreted in local coordinates using the following fundamental sequence of morphisms 
of sets with equivalence relations: 
X ~ y --+ Z. (4.6n,k) 
Here ?( is the set of Lagrangian map germs L = 7r o i : (C n -  l, 0) --* C 2n-z ~ C n-  I, 
with symplectic form ~ = dp A dq, 7r(p, q) = q, together with the relation of Lagrangian 
isomorphism, y is the set of conic Lagrangian map germs 
L = 7~-o~:(C n - I  x C* ,0  x C*) --4 C 2n-1 xC*----+ C n - I  xC* ,  
with symplectic form g? = dp A d ( - sq)  + dy Ads, #(p, q, y, s) = (q, s), together with 
the relation of conic Lagrangian isomorphism (cf. the proof of Proposition 4.3). Z is the 
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set of Legendrian map germs f~ = ¢r o i : (C  '~-1 ,0) ~ C 2n-l ~ C n, with contact form 
a = dz -p  dq, ~-(p, q, z) = (q, z), together with the relation of Legendrian isomorphism. 
The morphism 2( --+ y is defined as follows. Let L -- 7r o i be a Lagrangian map. Since 
i is a Lagrangian immersion, i* (q dp) is closed. Thus there exists a function germ f on 
(Cn- l ,0)  such that df  = i*(qdp). We map L to the conic Lagrangian map L = # o 
with ~(z, s) = (i(z), f (z) ,  s). The morphism y ~ Z is the dehomogenization function 
T. Finally, the composition 2( ~ Z takes L = 7roi to the Legendrian map germ f~ = #o~ 
given by ~(z) = (i(x),p(x)q(x) - f(z)), where i(x) = (p(x), q(x)) and d f  = i*(qdp). 
Another description is ~(z) = (i(z),g(x)), where d9 = i*(pdq). Thus 2( ~ Z is the 
contactization function [4, pp. 321,324], [24, Section 1.1]. 
Corresponding to the fundamental sequence (4.6) we have the following sequence of 
generating families: 
A ---* B ~ C. (4.7n,k) 
Here A is the set of (n - 1)-parameter Morse family germs (C k x C n- l, 0) ~ C, with the 
relation of R+-equivalence (Section 3), B is the set of n-parameter homogeneous Morse 
family germs (C k x (C n -0 ) ,  0 x {(0, • •., 0, a)}) ~ C, with the relation of homogeneous 
R+-equivalence (Section 2), and C is the set of n-parameter Morse family germs (C k × 
C n, 0) ~ (C, 0), with the relation of V-equivalence (Section 3). The morphism A --*/3 
takes the family F to its homogenization F, the morphism B ~ C takes the homogeneous 
family G(x, u) to the family F~,  q, z) = G(z, q, 1) -G(0 ,  0, 1 ) - z ,  and the composition 
"4 ~ C takes F to its graph F. The sequences (4.7~,k) and (4.7n,k+l) are related by 
suspension: there is a commutative diagram with bottom and top rows (4.7~,k) and 
(4.7n,k+j), and vertical arrows suspension maps. 
Each of the three sets .4, B, C is mapped to the corresponding set 2(, Y, Z by 
assigning to a Morse family germ its critical map---the projection from the critical set 
to the parameter space. In each case there is an equivalence theorem (up to suspension) 
and a stability theorem. For .4 ~ 2( these results are presented in [4, pp. 304, 325]. For 
B ~ Y we have Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 above. For C ---, Z these results are described in [4, 
pp. 324, 333]. The resulting diagram of sets with equivalence relations is commutative: 
.4 >B >C 
2( >Y >Z 
For example, the commutativity of the square containing the arrows/3 ~ y and C ---+ Z 
follows from Proposition 4.3 above. 
Our strategy for understanding the set of conic Lagrangian maps y is to compare 
R+-equivalence and R+-versality on the set .4 with the definitions of equivalence and 
versality induced from /3, C (H-equivalence and H-versality, graph equivalence and 
graph versality, respectively). This strategy is a refinement of the approach we used in 
[1]. In the last section we saw that these three notions of equivalence and versality are 
close enough in low dimensions to yield a classification of infinitesimally stable conic 
Lagrangian map germs. On the other hand, Example 4.4 shows that these notions are 
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not the same, and so it is not possible, in general, to reduce the classification of conic 
Lagrangian map germs to the classification of Legendrian map germs (cf. Appendix A). 
5. Odd conic Lagrangian maps 
Here we discuss conic Lagrangian maps and generating families with Z/2  symmetry 
[1]. Some aspects of a theory of symmetric Lagrangian maps (not conic) and gener- 
ating families have been developed by Janeczko, Kowalczyk, Roberts and Zakalyukin 
(cf. [11,12,24]). 
A conic Z/2-mani fo ld is a conic manifold together with a Z/2  action which commutes 
with the given C* action, in other words, with an action of the group C* × Z/2. A conic 
symplectic Z/2-mani fo ld is a conic Z/2-manifold together with a symplectic form Y2 
which is homogeneous and Z/2-invariant. A conic Z/2-Lagrangian map is a C* × Z/2-  
equivariant map L : M - .  B of conic Z/2-manifolds, together with a factoring L = 7v o i, 
where E is a conic symplectic Z/2-manifold, i :M  -~ E is a C* × Z/2-equivariant 
Lagrangian immersion, and 7r : E --+ 13 is a C* × Z/2-equivariant Lagrangian fibration. 
An odd conic Lagrangian map L = 7r o i : M --+ E --~ 13 is a conic Z/2-Lagrangian map 
such that Z/2  acts nontrivially on the C* orbit space of E, but Z/2 acts trivially on the 
C* orbit space of/3.  
Example 5.1. Let i~ : C n -~ C '~ be the involution c(x) = -x ,  and let X be a smooth 
hypersurface in C n such that ~(X) = X. Then the homogeneous Gauss map (1.1) is an 
odd conic Lagrangian map. 
Let A be an abelian variety, and let c : A -~ A be the involution c(z) = -:c. If X is 
a smooth hypersurface of A such that c(X) = X, then the homogeneous Gauss map of 
X is an odd conic Lagrangian map. 
Isomorphism of conic Z/2-Lagrangian maps is defined as in Section 1 (with the ad- 
ditional requirement that f ,  9, h are Z/2-equivariant). To classify odd conic Lagrangian 
map germs of dimension 4 and rank 1 (Theorem 5.5(d)), we consider a coarser equiv- 
alence relation [12]. If L : M ---+ E -~ B is a conic Z/2-Lagrangian map, the caustic 
Cr  c 13 is the set of critical values of L. The caustic of L is invariant under the action 
of C* x Z,/2 on B. We say that two conic Z/2-Lagrangian maps L1 : MI -~ E1 --+ 131 
and L2 : M2 --~ E2 --~ 132 are caustic equivalent if there is a C* x Z/2-equivariant iso- 
morphism h:B1  -+ 132 such that h(CL~) = CL2. If L1 and L2 are isomorphic then LI 
and L2 are caustic equivalent. 
If M is a conic Z/2-manifold, and O is a C* orbit of M which is invariant under 
the action of Z/2, a conic Z/2-Lagrangian map germ L : M -+/~ --+ B at (.9 is defined 
as in Section 1 (with the extra requirement that the neighborhoods U and V are Z/2-  
invariant). Infinitesimal Z/2-stability of a conic Z/2-Lagrangian map germ is also defined 
as in Section 1 (requiring in addition that u, v, w are Z/2-invariant vector fields). The 
following proposition is a variation of Proposition 1.2 [1, 3.3]. 
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Proposition 5.2. The conic Z/2-Lagrangian germ L = 7r o i : M -~ E -+ B is infinites- 
imally Z/2-stable if and only if for every Z/2-invariant homogeneous germ ~ : M --~ C 
there exists a Z/2-invariant homogeneous germ H : E ~ C such that H is affine linear 
on the fibers of 7r and ~P = H o i. 
An odd conic Lagrangian map germ is a conic Z/2-Lagrangian map germ L : M 
E ~ B such that Z/2 acts nontrivially on the C* orbit space of E but Z/2 acts 
trivially on the C* orbit space of B. Associated to a conic Z/2-Lagrangian map germ 
L : M ~ E ~ B at O is the character X defined by the action of Z/2  on the C* orbit 
69. Since the action of Z/2  on E is symplectic, it follows that if Z/2 acts trivially on 
the Z/2 orbit space of B, then Z/2 acts nontrivially on the C* orbit space of E if and 
only if the character X is nontrivial (cf. Example 5.1). 
If L :M ~ E ~ B is an odd conic Lagrangian map germ, we define the Z/2-rank 
of L to be the dimension of the union of the C* orbits of M which are invariant under 
the action of Z/2. Note that the rank of L is less than or equal to the Z/2-rank of L. 
An odd homogeneous family of functions with n parameters is a map G : C k × (C n - 
0) ~ C such that G(x, tu) = tG(x, u) for all t E C* and G(-x ,  u) = -G(x ,  u). An 
odd homogeneous family germ is defined as in Section 2 (adding the requirement that 
the neighborhood U is Z/2  invariant). Two odd homogeneous families G1 and G2 are 
Z/2-equivalent if G2(x, u) : GI (~5(x, u)) ÷ fl(u), where 4~(x, u) = (~(x, u), c~(u)) is 
an isomorphism, ~(x, tu) : ~(x, u), c~(tu) = tc~(u) and/3(tu) = t/3(u) for all t E C*, 
and ~( -x ,  u) = -~(x ,  u). 
The critical map of an odd homogeneous Morse family germ G : (C k x (C '~ - 0), 0 × 
A) ~ C is the odd conic Lagrangian map germ L defined as in Section 2. An odd homo- 
geneous generating family for a conic Lagrangian map germ L is an odd homogeneous 
Morse family germ G such that the critical map of G is isomorphic to L. 
Equivalence Theorem 5.3. Every odd conic Z/2-Lagrangian map germ has an odd 
homogeneous generating family. If G1 is a Z/2 generating family for Ll and G2 is a 
Z/2 generating family for L2, then Ll is isomorphic to L2 if and only if Gi and G2 are 
Z / 2-equivalent. 
Proof. The proof of Proposition 2.2 can be adapted to odd conic Lagrangian maps by 
making the following changes. (1) The generating function S can be chosen to be Z/2- 
invariant. (2) Suspension equivalence is not necessary, since every odd homogeneous 
Morse family germ is minimal (cf. [4, p. 306]). (3) The time-dependent vector field 
can be chosen to be odd. We discuss each of these points. 
(1) Let A be a Z/2-invariant conic Lagrangian submanifold of T*(C n - 0), with 
coordinates (p, q), symplectic form dp A dq, C* action t(p, q) = (p, tq), and Z/2 action 
c(p, q) = ( -p , -q ) .  (Every odd conic Lagrangian map germ can be represented in this 
way [1, 1.12].) As in Proposition 2.2, a generating function S is characterized by the 
equation dS = pI dqi - qj dpj on A. Since dS is odd, S can be chosen to be even. 
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(2) If G(x,u) is an odd homogeneous Morse family germ at 0 × A, then 
(O2G/Ox2)lo×a = 0, so G is minimal. 
(3) In the proof of [4, p. 308], if F0, FI are odd homogeneous family germs, then 
{OFt/Oxi = 0} is a system of independent Z/2-invariant and C*-equivariant equations 
for the critical manifold N' .  Therefore very odd homogeneous function which vanishes 
on N '  can be written as a linear combination of the OFt/Oxi, with odd C*-invariant 
functions as coefficients. Therefore the components ~i of the vector field ~ can be chosen 
to be odd and C*-invariant. [] 
Given an odd homogeneous family germ G : (C k × (C n - 0), 0 × A) -~ C, let a E A 
and let f :  (C ~:,0) -+ C be the germ at x = 0 of G(x,a). Let Z /2  act on C{x} by 
(dt)(x) = -h(cx) ,  where ~ is the generator of Z/2.  Then cf = f and the ideal (Of~O×) 
is invariant under this action, so there is an induced action of Z /2  on the C{x}-module 
Tf. The invariant submodule T f  is the module of odd infinitesimal deformations of 
f .  The odd homogeneous family germ G(x, u) is (infinitesimally) Z/2-versal if Tj- is 
spanned as a complex vector space by the germs (OG/~ui)i~=a, i = 1,. . . ,  n. 
Stability Theorem 5.4. If L is an odd conic Lagrangian map germ with homogeneous 
Z/2  generating family G, then L is infinitesimally Z/2-stable if and only if G is infinites- 
imally Z/2-versal. 
Proof. We adapt the proof of Theorem 2.3 to the odd case (cf. [1, 2.11]). We choose co- 
ordinates (zl, v) on E as in Theorem 2.3 and so that the Z/2  action is (~/, u) H (-~/, -u ) .  
An odd conic Lagrangian map germ L has a Z /2  invariant homogeneous generating func- 
tion S(~Ij, us) and homogeneous generating family G('qa, u) = S(T/j, us) +~la uj. (Both 
S and G are invariant (even) with respect o the given Z/2  action (~7, u) H ( - z l , -u )  
on E, and odd with respect o the 7,/2 action (~7, u) ~-* (-~/, u).) By Proposition 5.2, 
L is infinitesimally stable if and only if for every Z /2  invariant homogeneous germ 
k0:M -~ C there exists a Z /2  invariant homogeneous germ H:E  --~ C such that H 
is affine linear on the fibers of 7r and tp = H o i. Since H is linear on fibers and Z /2  
invariant, 
H(~, u) = A(u) .  71, (i) 
where A(u) • t 1 = ~ Ai(u)~li. Dehomogenizing (i) as in Proposition 2.3, we see that L 
is infinitesimally Z/2-stable if and only if for every odd function germ ¢ ( f ( -x ,  q) = 
- f , (x ,  q)) there exists a germ c~ such that 
q) = (aG lOw) ,  (ii) 
where ~ is the dehomogenization f S. 
Suppose that (ii) holds for every odd germ ~. Let f (x)  = ~r(x, O) = G(x, a), a = 
(0 . . . .  , O, 1). Setting u = a in (ii) gives 
W(x,O) = flax). 
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Thus, modulo the ideal (af/Ox), every odd function germ •(x) can be written as a 
linear combination of the functions (OG/Oui)]~,=a, with constant coefficients. Thus G is 
infinitesimally versal. 
Conversely, suppose G is infinitesimally versal. Let M C C{x, q} be the set of odd 
function germs, which is a module over the ring of even function germs. Consider the map 
p :C  n-l ~ C n-1 given by p(x, q) = (q,-Ocr/Ox). Let m be the maximal ideal of the 
ring C{q, r}. Since G is infinitesimally versal, the vector space M/(p*m)M is spanned by 
the images of the elements OG/Oui. By the equivariant Weierstrass Preparation Theorem 
(cf. [5, 5.16, p. 130]), the elements OG/Ou~ generate M as a C{q, r}-module. Therefore 
(ii) holds for every odd germ ~. [] 
To state a symmetric version of the Classification Theorem 3.4, we first define reduced 
Z/2 generating families. An odd family of functions with l parameters is a map F : C k x 
C 1 ~ C such that F( -x ,  q) = -F (x ,  q). An odd family germ is defined as in Section 3 
(adding the requirement that the neighborhood U is Z/2 invariant). The homogenization 
F of an odd family germ F is an odd homogeneous family germ. Two odd family germs 
are Z/2-H-equivalent if their homogenizations are Z/2-equivalent. The odd Morse family 
germ F is a reduced Z/2 generating family for the odd conic Lagrangian map germ L if F 
is a homogeneous generating family for L. As in Section 3, we see that the isomorphism 
classes of infinitesimally Z/2-stable odd conic Lagrangian map germs are in one-to-one 
correspondence with Z/2-H-equivalence lasses of Z/2-H-versal odd families. 
To describe the classification of odd conic Lagrangian map germs of dimension ~< 4, 
we consider the following odd family germs F(z, q): 
A2(-1) : x~ + qlxl, 
A4( -1 ) :x  5 ÷ q2x31 + qlXl, 
A6(-1) : x~ + q3x~ + q2x~ + qlx,, 
D4(-1) : x 3 q- XlX 2 q- q2x2 -[- qlXl, 
D6(-1) :x~ + x,x  2 + q3x~ + q2x2 + q,x,, 
P8~(-1) :x~ + x 3 + x~ + axlx2x3 + q3x3 + q2x2 + q,x,. 
Note that any odd conic Lagrangian map generated by A4 ( -  1 ) or A6 ( -  1 ) has Z/2-corank 
l, any odd conic Lagrangian map generated by D4 ( -  l) or D6 ( -  1 ) has Z/2-corank 2, and 
any odd conic Lagrangian map generated by P8 ~ ( - l )  has Z/2-corank 3. The coefficient 
a in the 3-parameter family P8 ~ ( -  1 ) is a modulus of the equivalence class of the family, 
even for caustic equivalence (cf. [17]). 
The following result extends the classification of [1, 2.16]; it follows from Theo- 
rems 5.3, 5.4, and results of Montaldi [17, Theorem 7] and Zakalyukin-Roberts [24, 
Theorem 4.l]. (These authors do not consider conic Lagrangian maps; in the notation of 
(4.6), they look at the odd version of 2( and we look at the odd version of 3;. These sets 
are related by the canonical map 2( --+ y of (4.6).) 
In the following theorem, "germs of generic onic Lagrangian maps" are to be inter- 
preted as in Proposition 3.5. 
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Classification Theorem 5.5. 
(a) For n - 2,3,4, an odd conic Lagrangian map germ of dimension n is in- 
finitesimally Z/2-stable if and only if it has reduced Z/2 generating family Z/2- 
equivalent to one of the families Azr ( -  1 ) or D2,. ( -  1 ) for r <~ n - 1. 
(b) For n = 2, 3, germs of generic odd conic Lagrangian maps of dimension n are 
infinitesimally Z/2-stable. 
(c) For n =: 4, germs of Z/2-rank greater than I of generic odd conic Lagrangian 
maps of dimension  are infinitesimally Z/2-stable. 
(d) For n := 4, germs of Z/2-rank 1 of generic odd conic Lagrangian maps of 
dimension n are caustic equivalent o odd conic Lagrangian map germs with 
reduced Z/2 generating family P~ ( -  1). 
Remark. Odd Legendrian maps and dehomogenization can be defined as in Section 4, 
and there are symmetric analogues of the propositions proved there (cf. [1]). 
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Appendix A. Errata for [1] 
Proposition 1.5 [l, p. 7] is false. The classification of conic G-Lagrangian map germs 
cannot be reduced to the classification of G-Legendrian map germs, even for trivial G. 
Example 4.4 above contains counterexamples to both parts of Proposition 1.5. The errors 
in the proof of Proposition 1.5 occur in 1.7(b) and 1.7(d) [1, p. 8]. The correct version of 
1.7(b) is Proposition 4.5(b) above, and the correct version of 1.7(d) is Proposition 4.5(c) 
above. 
The Equivalence Theorem 2.2 above is the correct version of Theorem 2.1 of [1]. The- 
orem 2.11 [1, p. 16] is still true, with the same proof, and Corollary 2.12 is true if graph 
equivalence is replaced by H-equivalence. Thus in Theorem 2.16 on normal forms [1, 
p. 17], graph equivalence should be replaced by H-equivalence. (The proof shows that 
Theorem 2.16 is true as stated, however.) The Lagrangian Stability Criterion 3.8 [1, p. 22] 
is true as stated, so all the results in Section 3 (application to theta divisors) are true, 
and the proofs are correct. 
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